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each day has a target lap time, which is the absolute fastest time you can run that lap. that time is shown in the top left of the grid. it's your goal to
improve your lap time each day, so that by the end of the season you can drive the fastest lap ever. you can also run your laps on the street with
friends. when you're done racing, you can view your lap times on the grid. you can also upload your lap times to the leaderboard and compare your
times to your friends' times. one of the main features of grid autosport is the leaderboards. you can view your total points, your total rank and your
total best lap times. if you want to rank your times, you can calculate your points/lap times to get a better view of where you stand. there's also the
opportunity to set yourself goals and compete against your friends. if you want to track your progress, you can see your best lap times over time.
and if you want to get help from friends, you can see their best lap times. a new feature in grid autosport allows you to purchase formula one team
cars and equipment. if you've driven long enough, you can buy any of the cars and equipment from any of the five real-world formula one teams.
the battery is an important part of the energy recovery system (ers). it has the power to charge the cars kers and store the power produced. it also
holds the data received from the car's electronic control units and sends it to the motor generator unit - heat (mgu-h) when required. in grid
autosport, the car, driver, and engine manufacturers are ranked in groups, with each group awarded a group point on the basis of finishing position.
the best three (3) of each group are awarded additional points, and the best seven (7) of each group are awarded additional bonus points. the best-
placed four (4) of each group secure places in the top-four playoff, which awards bonus points to the top four finishers. drivers who lose positions in
the main group are compensated by earning bonus points in the playoff. grid autosport features a multi-player mode, in which two or more players
can race against each other simultaneously. multiplayer races are divided into races and events, which can be played individually or against the
cpu. players can also create and join private clans in the game, in which they can play against each other in different classes. players who have a
clan in the game are able to use that clan's advantages (e.g. home track advantage) in races and events against other players in their clan. for
tournaments and leagues, players who register an account can enter online competitions where they can try to qualify for the main online
tournament. the top-placed players in online tournaments automatically qualify for the main tournament, while other players can qualify by
finishing in the top-2 places in the main tournament. grid autosport features a career mode, in which players can race in a season. the season lasts
from the season start date to the season end date, and the player's car will be upgraded after every race. players can race against the cpu in
official online races, as well as by winning races and events in career mode. the player's car and racing equipment are upgradable between races,
and the player can purchase upgrades between races. upgrades include improvements to the car (e. more power, better handling), upgrades to the
driving equipment (e. braking system, gearbox, tires, etc.), and upgrades to the car and driving equipment (e. better aerodynamics, stronger
suspension, etc.).
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after that, we will collect your information such as time to complete a race, race a few rounds in a race, and how long it took you to complete it, and
of course where you placed in the current race. this way we can track your speed and determine which teams are your real speed rivals. the

competition is based on your finishing position, your average pace per lap, and two extra factors we have. the first is your effectiveness, which
determines how well your car actually performs relative to the best drivers. if it's off a bit, you can use it to your advantage to gain the advantage

by improving your car. the second is the amount of damage you do, and on tracks with narrow points you can take advantage of this by driving real
close into the walls which will damage your opponents and let you get the last point. on the other hand, if you fail a race, we'll slowly introduce

cheats so that you can keep racing competitively again. if you fail a race and the race does not have any cheats already, we'll keep a cheat ready
so that the next race you try you can be better prepared, and ultimately beat. grid autosport is not in the business of being a sports title or a game
for racing fans. grid autosport is about competing at your best and being your best. you can practice offline, online, or both. you can race against

computers or humans in single races or entire series. you can enter events as a team or as a single. you can race with your friends and also against
them. you can even compete for fame and glory on the stock car circuits with a fully customizable car. 5ec8ef588b
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